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Nick:
Mission Summary 10511.21
 
Nick:
Through studious work, the station was saved from impending disaster, though it is heavily damaged and there is no clue who the mysterious aliens were who did this to the station.
 
Nick:
There is no telling what their true purpose on Arcadia is or if we have seen the last of them.
 
Nick:
Captain Victor Regnum has returned to Arcadia Station but in the last 12 hours has not taken an active role in the repairs, leaving the station under the command of Commander Martin.
 
Nick:
The Doctor has his hands full with the many people injured in the incident, including, but not limited to, Admiral Hamilton, who is currently sleeping
 
Nick:
<<<<<<BEGIN “Shadows of Friendship”—Part 1 >>>>>>
 
CMO Burton:
::Coordinating the medical efforts of his staff in sickbay::
 
CTO Archen:
::in operations standing before engineering one supervising a few last minute work orders::
 
CO Regnum:
::In his quarters, having a strange dream::
 
XO Martin:
::in Engineering, working with the Engineering teams to conduct repairs::
 
CO Regnum:
::Awakens with a start, tears glistening in his eyes as his mind is filled with painful memories::
 
CTO Archen:
::gets a request in from a repair on deck 14 requesting additional power he moves over to operations and re-routes the needed power::
 
CO Regnum:
::goes to the sink and washes his face::
 
CTO Archen:
::checking on varies in and out bound traffic requests making approvals and what not::
 
CO Regnum:
<Glitch> CO: Vic, are you alright, why are you crying?
 
CMO Burton:
::Looking over the data the technician has brought him about the delegation::
 
CO Regnum:
Glitch: I’m fine Glitch, just... unpleasant memories.
 
XO Martin:
::rubs her shoulders, and picks up her cup of coffee and a padd, turning from the console she was working at, taking a sip of the drink::
 
CO Regnum:
::Puts on his uniform, straightening it out and thinks he’ll head to operations::
 
CTO Archen:
::gets an incoming communications from a freighter captain, who has been denied departure due to contraband:: COM: Freighter Trigol: You may not depart until we validate your cargo. Please hold.
 
XO Martin:
::looks around and decides the EO’s on duty are handling the repairs quite well.::
 
CTO Archen:
<Freighter Capt> COM: Arcadia: CTO: You have no right to hold us release my ship now! I want to see your commander!
 
XO Martin:
::makes her way to the turbolift and orders it up to Operations::
 
CMO Burton:
::Trying to find any clue as to the identity of the purple delegation::
 
CTO Archen:
COM: Freighter Trigol: Fine, but she’ll say the same thing.
 
CTO Archen:
*XO*: Your presence is requested in Operations.
 
CO Regnum:
::exits his quarters and heads to the nearest turbo lift:: Computer: Ops
 
XO Martin:
*CTO* I’m already on my way there, hold on
 
CTO Archen:
<Freighter Capt> COM: Arcadia: CTO: What’s taken so long?
 
XO Martin:
::steps off the lift into Operations:: CTO: What’s the problem?
 
CTO Archen:
COM: Trigol: Be right with you! ::smiles then mutes him::
 
XO Martin:
::walks over to the CTO, putting her coffee and padd down::
 
CTO Archen:
XO: Just a disgruntled trader. He is trying to take celvinite headed into Cardassian space. It’s against out embargo laws to allow it. He’ll be arrested by the Cardassian Authority if he tries it. He wont listen.
 
XO Martin:
::sighs:: CTO: Well...how lovely for him. ::smiles a bit, and un-mutes the channel::
 
CTO Archen:
<Freighter Capt> COM: Arcadia: XO/CTO: NOW What!?!
 
CMO Burton:
::Prepares the gathered data for testing:: Computer: Computer begin testing and inform me when it is completed.
 
XO Martin:
COMM: Trigol: Captain! How lovely, you’ve caught me over-tired, and cranky. I suggest you don’t leave the station, because me in a bad mood, isn’t a good thing. And I really think you’d prefer to deal with me now, than Cardassians who find your transporting something THEY don’t like.
 
CO Regnum:
::exits the turbo-lift into Operations he stands a moment listening to the conversation going on then moves over to Science 1::
 
XO Martin:
::looks at the viewing screen and puts her hands on her hips:: COMM: Trigol: So. Would you like to get arrested by Cardassians, or wait patiently until we let you go with an all clear?
 
CMO Burton:
MO: You are in charge here. I want to look around the area where the delegates disappeared from.
 
CTO Archen:
CO: Sir, would you mind tapping the internal sensor sweep? Did he offload his hold of calvinite?
 
CMO Burton:
<MO_Rogers> CMO: Aye sir.
 
CMO Burton:
::Exits the sickbay after quickly checking on the Admiral again::
 
Nick:
<Trigol> COMM: XO: You had better make it quick, I have a busy schedule
 
TO MJDoole:
::finalizes the security roster for roaming patrols throughout the station, especially around the computer core, creating a crosshatch pattern, so that every patrol route intersects another at all times::
 
XO Martin:
COMM: Trigol: Busy you may be, but I think you’d rather wait than get arrested. :;cuts off the comm signal::
 
CO Regnum:
CTO: Certainly, I remember my way around the science department. ::performs the requested scan on the Trigol::
 
Nick:
ACTION: Scans reveal all clear.
 
CO Regnum:
XO: He appears to have cleared his holds Commander.
 
XO Martin:
CTO: Let him go when he’s done as asked.
 
XO Martin:
::picks up her coffee and padd again and sits down in the XO’s seat.:: CO: How are you feeling, Captain? Enjoying your vacation still?
 
CTO Archen:
::nods:: XO: Aye Ma’am
 
TO MJDoole:
XO: Here is my security roster and the patrol patterns ::hands XO the PADD:: I will be roaming throughout the station at all times, unless you need me here in OPS.
 
XO Martin:
::puts down the first padd and takes the TO’s padd, glancing over it briefly:: TO: Sounds good, go ahead. ::nods at him::
 
CTO Archen:
TO: Let me see that PADD please.
 
CO Regnum:
::looking down at the console, wondering why he’s running scans while he’s on vacation:: XO: Yes Commander, It’s been a much needed break, although...
 
XO Martin:
::looks up and hands it to the CTO::
 
XO Martin:
::looks over at the CO:: CO: Although?
 
CMO Burton:
::Enters the room and begins to take his own scans and begins a visual inspection::
 
CTO Archen:
COM: Tigol: Captain, it seems all your holds are in order, you are, uh.. free to go.
 
CO Regnum:
::Stands from the console:: XO: My vacation has given me time to think... perhaps a little too much time to think.
 
XO Martin:
::gives him a curious look:: CO: I’m afraid I don’t know what you mean...would you care to clarify?
 
CTO Archen:
::takes the PADD from the XO while quietly thinking to himself:: XO: Thank you Sir.
 
CO Regnum:
XO: Well when I’ve been on duty, I haven’t had time to think about the disasters that have befallen us lately, and with all this time off I’ve had nothing to do but sunbathe on the beach and dwell on them.
 
CMO Burton:
Self: Obviously it had to be some sort of transporter, there must be some residue.
 
CO Regnum:
XO: I keep going over certain events in my mind, most particularly the way my old friend Lieutenant Commander Bodine died.
 
XO Martin:
::raises her eyebrows:: CO: Surely you should know not to dwell on past events, sir...What’s done, is done.
 
CTO Archen:
TO: Put Crieg with Thomas on Alpha Shift not with V’lek in Beta V’lek and Crieg hate each other. Other then that. Looks good. ::thrusts the PADD back at the TO without saying much else::
 
CO Regnum:
XO: True, but deaths of friends are hard enough, but to be inside their heads when they die, oh I just can’t get over the flood of thoughts and emotions coming from him as he let go
 
CTO Archen:
::wonders about the Captain’s past no really knowing him::
 
CMO Burton:
::Scans for signs of transporter use or residue::
 
CO Regnum:
XO: Every time I close my eyes I see that encounter once again.
 
XO Martin:
::scratches her head and puts the coffee and padd to one side, standing up:: CO: Perhaps you’d like to talk about it? Sometimes that can help..
 
TO MJDoole:
CTO: With all due respect, about the roster and patrol patterns, the MB gave me free reign to assign personnel and create the pattern my way, and that’s what i did. As far as V’lek and Crieg are concerned, they need to learn to trust in each others abilities, and work together. Any problems, and they’ll answer to me.
 
CO Regnum:
XO: I’m a private person Commander, there are horrors in my past that are meant only for me. No, it won’t be needed, but thank you.
 
TO MJDoole:
CTO: That is why they keep being assigned together as a patrol team.
 
CO Regnum:
TO: Lieutenant, you may remember that it was Lieutenant Commander Archen who gave you that order and he is your departmental superior officer, you answer to him.
 
XO Martin:
::nods slightly:: CO: If you’re sure, Captain. I do have training as a counselor, if you change your mind. ::takes a seat again.::
 
XO Martin:
::picks up the padd again, and drinks some more coffee::
 
CTO Archen:
TO: Well, I disagree an active security detail is not the place to sort out personal conflicts. Make the changes I have requested. If you wish to help our teams sort out thier issues then you arrange it after hours. That is MY Final decision Lieutenant.
  
CO Regnum:
XO: Thank you commander, I think I would like to take you up on that offer.
 
TO MJDoole:
CTO: ::sighs:: Alright, but I have a bad feeling about this. ::makes roster changes in the computer::
 
CMO Burton:
Self: How could they use a transporter without us knowing and where could they have transported to? A cloaked ship or maybe an extreme distance transport? How did they do it.
 
XO Martin:
::looks up from the padd, a little confused at the sudden change of mind, but nods:: CO: Of course...when did you want to talk? Now? Later?
 
CTO Archen:
::looks back at the CO a moment wondering what he is doing in Operations anyway:: CO: Sir, shall I set you back to active duty? or did you come in here for something in particular sir?
 
CO Regnum:
XO: Whenever you are free Commander.
 
CO Regnum:
CTO: If I am bothering you, I’ll go away, I was just wanting to get my mind off matters that’s all.
 
XO Martin:
::nods and picks up her coffee, standing:: CO: Since repairs are going well, I think we could talk now - where did you want to do this?
 
CMO Burton:
::Walks around the room:: Self I’ll have to get with the CEO on this when if he ever gets done fixing the station.
 
CO Regnum:
XO: How about the ready room
 
CTO Archen:
::looks shocked and worried he just walked over some invisible line:: CO: No, no .. uh of course not, sir... I mean is there anything you need assistance mind if I inquire what you are looking for in the sensors? Maybe, I can help sir?
 
XO Martin:
::nods and motions towards the ready room, feeling rather concerned about the CO:: CO: Of course, after you, sir.
 
CO Regnum:
CTO: Uh, you asked me to look at the sensors Commander ... ::confused now::
 
CO Regnum:
::gets up and walks with the XO to the ready room::
 
CTO Archen:
::confused:: CO: Uh, yeah, Suppose I did.
 
CTO Archen:
TO: How you been?
 
XO Martin:
CTO: You have the bridge while we’re talking, Mister Archen ::goes with the CO to the ready room.::
 
CTO Archen:
::directing traffic like a Flight Ops supervisor while he talks casually::
 
TO MJDoole:
CTO: I’m alright. I was just thinking.
 
CO Regnum:
::sits on one of the couches in the ready room::
 
Nick:
ACTION: The Admiral’s vitals drop dramatically
 
XO Martin:
::puts her cup and padd back down and takes a seat next to the CO:: CO: So...where did you want to start, then?
 
TO MJDoole:
::mind partially on work and partially on one Tigs T. Ravenprowler-Doole and the twins::
 
CMO Burton:
<MO_Rogers> CMO: Doctor the admirals condition hs worsened please report back to sickbay.
 
CMO Burton:
MO: On my way.
 
CTO Archen:
XO/TO: Aye, Doole, take Operations console. We have a lot of inbound traffic backed up dock requests are all the way out to the inner perimeter marker. ::walks down to the command circle and takes a seat at the center console::
 
CMO Burton:
::Exits the room in-route to sickbay::
 
TO MJDoole:
::wondering what his wife and kids are doing, placing it at back of his mind as the CTO speaks to him::
 
CO Regnum:
XO: I don’t know. I was fine about it before, but I keep revisiting his mind in my mind, I can see him in his mind, how he pleaded with me to let him go into the abyss.
 
TO MJDoole:
::walks to OPS console::
 
CTO Archen:
TO: So you think suring up security around the computer core will do any good with our luck?
 
XO Martin:
::tilts her head to one side:: CO: Why do you think he wanted to go?
 
CMO Burton:
::Enters sickbay and walks to the Admirals biobed looking at the readout::
 
TO MJDoole:
CTO: Well, we can’t be any worse for the wear right?
  
CO Regnum:
XO: Well, there are doubts about it being the right thing to do. You have to be open to the possibility that it’s not an end to the advature but a road to a whole new one.

 XO Martin:
::thinks and then remembers something:: CO: Maybe seeing his wife in the other reality made him want to see her again...

CTO Archen:
TO: That’s true enough. What else you think we should change?
  
TO MJDoole:
CTO: Not much ::starts to chuckle:: ...Oh man...
 
TO MJDoole:
CTO: I just had me a wild idea
 
CO Regnum:
XO: That’s quite possible, I remember when she died...
 
CTO Archen:
TO: Well I’m open to suggestions?
 
XO Martin:
CO: You were friends with John for a long time, weren’t you?
 
CMO Burton:
::Tries to stabilize the Admiral::
 
CO Regnum:
XO: IT was on the Scorpius, his quarters were destroyed with her and their child in them. While we made repairs, he was assigned to bunk with me, that’s how I met him.
 
TO MJDoole:
CTO: Next time we’re in the holodeck, let’s program it with a situation, so the only way to win, is for V’lek and Crieg to work as a team.
 
CO Regnum:
XO: Was lucky we all didn’t die that mission. I was lucky, It was a mess. ::looks darker and sad::
 
XO Martin:
::looks troubled for a moment, remembering something from her own past, but then nods, focusing back on the Cap:: CO: I can understand, it must have been a tough time for him
 
TO MJDoole:
::turns serious:: CTO: However, as for the here and now, why don’t we cross Security Patter Omega 3 with Cylon 4. That way no-one this station will be anywhere without a security personnel less than 5 meters from them at all times.
 
CMO Burton:
::Prepares a hypospray for the Admiral::
 
Nick:
ACTION: The Admiral’s vitals get a little better
 
CO Regnum:
XO: Oh it was, very tough. We bunked together for months while the ship was repaired, didn’t see much of him, as I was the CEO and in charge of those repairs but still.. I never knew what to say to him.
 
CTO Archen:
TO: I like it ....
 
CTO Archen:
TO: Yes, I like that a lot
 
TO MJDoole:
::heads out of OPS to brief the security teams::
 
CO Regnum:
XO: I remember entering the cargo-bay, and seeing the hollowed torpedo cassings with our fallen in them. There where so many that died. I cried. I sang for them.

<<< END To Credited Mission >>>
<<< OOM: Extended directly into mission >>>
Nick:
And Begin OOM
 
CO Regnum:
XO: I remember entering the cargo-bay, and seeing the hollowed torpedo casings with our fallen in them. There where so many that died. I cried. I sang for them.
 
XO Martin:
CO: Hmm...battle always takes too many lives...
 
CO Regnum:
XO: Especially needless battles, The whole thing was the Captain's fault, he destabilized the situation, all those lives lost needlessly. John never forgave Captain VanSickle
 
CMO Burton:
::Finishes working on the Admiral::
 
Nick:
ACTION: The Admiral is back to stable condition
 
CMO Burton:
MO: Take over here I am going to operations.
 
CMO Burton:
<MO_Rogers> CMO: Aye sir.
 
CMO Burton:
::Exits sickbay heading for operations::
 
XO Martin:
::puts a hand on the CO's shoulder:: CO: What about you then? Did you forgive the Captain, or did you agree with John?
 
CO Regnum:
XO: It was my first day aboard the ship actually, and I wasn't anywhere near the bridge at the time of the attack, I never really knew what was going on.
 
CO Regnum:
XO: But from the reports I read, the Captain was definitely in the wrong.
 
CTO Archen:
::as after-hours and beta shift will be starting soon he sends orders to suspend docking operations on 70% of all available docking platforms Alpha shift screws are sent off duty only critical docking needs are prioritized::
 
CMO Burton:
::Walking through the corridors which are now in disarray::
 
CO Regnum:
XO: That man, HE KILLED HER. He killed her ... ::face full of rage::
 
CMO Burton:
::Enters operations::
 
XO Martin:
::looks surprised, and a bit alarmed:: CO: Vic?....Hey
 
CTO Archen:
::turns to the opening doors and smiles:: CMO: Hello Doctor, how is Admiral Hamilton?
 
CMO Burton:
CTO: How are the repairs coming along?
 
CMO Burton:
CTO: I believe she will be just fine.
 
XO Martin:
::gets off the couch and kneels in front of the CO, looking him in the face:: CO: That was a long time ago...calm down...::looking more concerned than before::
 
CO Regnum:
XO: ::looks dazed:: Yes commander?
 
CO Regnum:
XO: I am calm, what are you talking about?
 
CTO Archen:
CMO: That's wonderful, bet your department is still feeling the aftershock of that whole thing huh?
 
CMO Burton:
CTO: It could have been much worse, but we are rather busy.
 
XO Martin:
::frowns a bit:: CO: You were just getting upset about Anne Bodine’s death...::looks a bit confused::
 
CO Regnum:
::looks confused as well:: XO: Well sad sure, but I never even met her, I'd say calling me upset is a bit over the top.
 
XO Martin:
:;shakes her head:: CO: No, you were actually quite angry about it...it does seem a little strange, since you never met her...
 
CO Regnum:
XO: Yes, don't you think I ought to be upset about that?
 
CMO Burton:
CTO: Any idea when we will have this messed cleared up?
 
XO Martin:
::leans back, looking at the CO curiously.::
 
CO Regnum:
XO: It's wierd, at times in my dreams, I actually have conversations with John, as if he was still alive, and far beyond memories or imagination, it's like a real conversation
 
CTO Archen:
CMO: Yeah, I'd like to think I knew ... The Engineering department has not reported in yet in the last 48 hours. Maybe somone should check on the chief I wonder. Ah Well give em another day,
 
CTO Archen:
CMO: It really is a big mess, bet you;re still getting motion sick patiance I feel Like I am still moving sometimes and feel the need to sit.
 
XO Martin:
::remains silent, thinking about the last few minutes, just looking at the CO, somewhat confused and curious::
 
CO Regnum:
::looks glossy eyed into the XO a moment before standing up slowly and moving toward the head placing his hands into the basin.The water comes on automaticaly::
 
CO Regnum:
::spends a few moments washing his face he grabs a near by towl puts it in front of his face while he dries his eyes outhis eyes are level with the mirror::
 
CMO Burton:
CTO: Probably be like that for a little while, this might help. ::Readies a hypospray and waits for the CTO's approval::
 
XO Martin:
::stands after a moment, looking at the bathroom:: CO: Vic, ... have you considered some of the consequences of being directly linked with John when he died?
 
CO Regnum:
::looking into his face he does not see his own his heart skips a beat after squinting he notes his color is also 2 pips heavier turning around in a start he looks to se if anyone is behind him::
 
CO Regnum:
XO: I'm wha ... ?
 
CO Regnum:
::turning back to the mirror he runs his hands across the outline of his face very slowly:: Self: can't be ...
 
CO Regnum:
::his face looks down now deep in thought::
 
XO Martin:
::raises her eyebrows in surprise:: CO:....Vic?...John?...I...wasn't actually...::trails off, not sure of her thoughts now::
 
CO Regnum:
::changes, now looking normal again turns back to the XO:: XO: What sort of consequences commander?
 
XO Martin:
CO: Er...Um...we-well...::stops and shakes her head:: Am I talking to John or Vic now?
 
CO Regnum:
XO: What do you mean are you talking to John or Vic, what are you talking about, John's dead, nobody can talk to him
 
XO Martin:
CO: Well...as far as I can tell, John is in your head, Vic. ::shakes her head, not quite willing to believe that::
 
CO Regnum:
XO: John's in my head? What kind of sick joke are you trying to pull on me Commander
 
CMO Burton:
::Injects the CTO:: CTO: That should help with the motion sickness.
 
XO Martin:
CO: When you were connected with him when his body died...his mind must have stayed with you, instead of dieing with the body...
 
CO Regnum:
CO: And what leads you to believe that?
 
CTO Archen:
CMO: You have the CONN. I'm going to get a spot of tea.
 
CTO Archen:
::heads off through a side access point not the lift though::
 
CMO Burton:
CTO: Aye.
 
XO Martin:
::sits back down, frowning:: CO: Because of the erratic way you're acting, the way you're talking...It's confusing, and certainly seems unbelievable, but, it is true...
 
CO Regnum:
::becomes frantic:: XO: Ma'am, Help me I'm here, It's me .. What is going on please help I am here!! ::falls to his knees before his Executive Officer. Grabbing her hands::
 
XO Martin:
::shivers a little:: CO: John....::looks a little horrified:: I....I don't think he believes you're in him...
 
CO Regnum:
XO/John: What the devil is going on here!
 
CO Regnum:
::turns his head in an opposite like direction clearly having more control this way:: Vic/XO: Hey! Can anyone here me? I don't know, what's happen?
 
CO Regnum:
::turns head opposite way again:: John: John? Is it really you, are you..in me?
 
CO Regnum:
Vic/XO: Uh, ::runs back to the mirror:: ALL: How can this be possible.
 
CO Regnum:
Vic/XO: I must be..
 
XO Martin:
::looks at the CO, the idea of John actually being in Vic's body starting to fully sink in.::
 
CO Regnum:
John/XO: Commander Martin is right, I was in your head when you died John, our minds were linked, and I went into a coma, somehow the shock must have copied your mind
 
CO Regnum:
Vic/CO: Why would i release my mind to your body sir? I mean the only way that could happen is ...
 
CO Regnum:
John: If you died, you committed suicide, you had your mind leave your body, in your mind there was a vortex, your mental image jumped into it and your body died.... somehow you jumped into me
 
CO Regnum:
Vic: No, that's not what took place. You began to leave me, I ran after you. The doorway to my quarters went all white and i jumped at it as you passed through I wanted you to wait.
 
CO Regnum:
Vic/XO: What, are you saying? I'm .... dead?
 
XO Martin:
::listens to them argue, a couple of tears running down her cheek. She nods slowly when she realizes the question was also directed at her::
 
CO Regnum:
John: Yes John, you're dead, your body is gone, and now I'm stuck with you in my head... But what you said... Isn’t what happened..
 
CO Regnum:
John: Our perceptions were both different, that explains why you were so much wanting to go through that portal... I tried to stop you
 
XO Martin:
::finally finds the strength to stand up again, and goes to the door, motioning to the Doctor when it opens:: CMO: Could you come here, please?
 
CO Regnum:
John: ... That must mean that what we were seeing was being controlled by someone other then either of us... it must have been HIM
 
CTO Archen:
::re-enters operations::
 
CMO Burton:
CTO: She's all yours.
 
CMO Burton:
CTO: Any thoughts on how our guests were able to get away from here?
 
XO Martin:
::turns, hearing the last words:: CO: Him?....::blinks a few times:: The...the alternate universe Regnum?
 
CMO Burton:
XO: Aye Sir.
 
CMO Burton:
::Enters the ready room::
 
CO Regnum:
Vic: I did want to see my family again, but there was work to do here... But, the portal to HIS universe was closed? It couldn't have been?
 
CO Regnum:
XO: Exactly. When I entered John's mind, we weren't the only ones there, there was another me.
 
CMO Burton:
XO: How may I help?
 
CO Regnum:
ALL: That would suggest he still had time to make that occur. What if .... What if We're not alone ... what if we're not safe?
 
CO Regnum:
John: Surely he would have made his presence known by now...
 
Nick:
ACTION: Suddenly, and without warning Regnum's eyes glow bright red
 
XO Martin:
::closes her eyes and sighs:: CMO: If you haven't noticed...::motioned to the CO:: Um...well, John Bodine seems to be in the Captain...er, if that makes sense..
 
XO Martin:
::pales at the sight of the red eyes, and curses::
 
CMO Burton:
::Looks at the CO:: XO: Very interesting, but I think a counselor might be more appropriate right now.
 
CO Regnum:
All: Perhaps, I was just biding my time. Well Well Well Commander... Good to SEE you again ::he mutters something unintelligible and the XO and the CMO rise off the floor
 
CMO Burton:
XO: Or maybe security. ::Looking at the CO's eyes::
 
CTO Archen:
::wonders what could be going on inside the ready room::
 
CMO Burton:
Self: Or maybe a pair of gravity boots. ::Looking at the floor::
 
CO Regnum:
XO: Did you perhaps think you had defeated me and escaped
 
XO Martin:
CO: Damn you, how the hell did you get here? :: hits her com badge:: *CTO* Get security in here now, don't be afraid to take down the Captain.
 
CMO Burton:
XO: Who is that?
 
XO Martin:
CMO: You remember the incident a few months back, when there was a rift to a parallel universe? That would be our Captain's evil counterpart.
 
CO Regnum:
XO: You shouldn't have done that. Computer: Activate program Regnum-12-Delta-Delta-Gamma
 
CO Regnum:
~~~~ conjures a mental semi-tangible environment John is standing in a ready room with the Alternative Vic John lunges at him it keeps the 2 of them busy a moment ~~~~
 
Nick:
ACTION: A Force Field appears in front of the door of the ready room.
 
Nick:
<<<PAUSE>>>
 




